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1 Context

Originally introduced in the 80s, Algebraic Data Types (ADT) [3, 1] have emerged in the last decade as an incredibly effective tool to model and manipulate data for programming. Algebraic Data Types are the combination of “Product types”, which correspond to records, and “Sum types”, which correspond to tagged unions, an extension of traditional enumerations. Algebraic Data Types are also provided with “pattern matching”, an extension of switch which allow to deconstruct complex values conveniently and safely.

Combined, these features offers numerous advantages:
— Model data in a way that is close to the programmer’s intuition, abstracting away the details of the memory representation of said data.
— Safely handle the data by ensuring via pattern-matching that its manipulation is well typed, exhaustive, and non-redundant.
— Optimize manipulation of the data thanks to the presence of richer constructs understood by the compiler.

Let us take the example of the Option algebraic data type, which indicates that a value can be present (the Some case) or not (the None case).

```rust
enum Option<T> { // Optional values of type T
    Some(T), // Some value of type T
    None, // No value
}
```

The type Option<Int64> represents an optional 64-bit integer and has a memory representation using up to two words: one word to distinguish between the two constructors and one word containing the integer. We now consider the type Option<&T> of optional pointers to a type T. Like machine integers, pointers occupy one word. However null pointers are forbidden in Rust, which means the value 0 is never used. Therefore, an optional pointer can use it to distinguish the None constructor which allow Rust to represent values of type Option<&T> with only one word. This recovers the efficiency of null pointers, without losing safety. This concept is also used for other similar types such as file handles (for which −1 is forbidden).

While optimizing compilation exists for pattern matching [5, 7, 6], it often operates for fixed, usually non-optimized, memory representations. Optimizing transformations which improves the memory representation are so far seldom implemented by state-of-the-art compilers.

In the Ribbit project, we have developed a specification language to express bit-precise memory representation of Algebraic Data Types [2]. Our specification language supports a wide variety of tricks usually done manually by programmers, such as bit stealing, inlining, unpacking, or even unrolling of recursive structures.

2 Internship objective

The goal of this internship is to make Ribbit applicable to more context. We propose in particular two avenues for extensions.
Direction 1: Automatic generation of optimized representation In our current work, all specifications have to be written by hand. In practice, not all datatypes are performance-critical. Even in performance sensitive context, we would like users to delegate the initial memory representation to the compiler, to be refined later.

In this extensions, we propose to derive, from the source data type, an optimized memory representation, using modern optimisations techniques such as equality saturation [8]. Naturally, many optimisations criterion are possible (space, speed, indirections, . . .), which requires some careful design. The candidate will start by computing some reasonably simple memory representation before exploring more aggressive optimisations.

Direction 2: Ribbit and memory allocations In our current work, we assume memory is managed manually. Naturally, this is quite limiting. Memory management will incur additional constraints on the memory representation which remain to be determined (for instance, a garbage collector will require some metadata), but also numerous opportunities for optimisations, by emitting code that can reuse freed memory. The goal of this extension is to explore these questions for concrete memory management schemes. We will start by exploring the context of reference counting, following [4] to reuse memory aggressively during pattern matching.

3 Internship

The internship will take place in the CASH Team, LIP lab, in Lyon France.

Candidate profile The candidate should ideally be familiar with formal approaches in programming language design. They should also have taste for algorithmic design.

From the practical point of view, a basic experience in software programming and usage of collaborative tools such that git. Knowledge of OCaml is strongly recommended.
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